Sony Microbeam Tutorial

The Sony Microbeam is a small, portable, versatile LED lighting device.

It has two useable power sources: Cord or battery.
Make sure all the required pieces are present in the kit minus the light stand. If not, consult a media assistant or supervisor.

Batteries are installed on the rear of the device.

There should also be other pieces ready for assembly.
On the rear of the device, you can toggle the on or off switch and adjust the intensity of light emission.

Twist these knobs to adjust the stand height and firmness among other things.

The device is fragile!
Please be careful.

Remember:
You break it you buy it!
If you have questions about the device, please contact the media center at...

mediacenter@dickinson.edu

or call

(717) 245-1223

Please note you may also combine the Microbeam with your SLR camera! We also have some available for student rentals!